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I

AM a magician by trade. Not
long ago I had one of those
days. I couldn't make it rain.
And sticking pins in the effigies of
my clients' pet hates had no perceptible effect on the health of the
subjects.
At eleven o'clock in the morning
I waved my followers aside and told
them I must go and commune with
my private and personal gods. An
escape being thus accomplished I
made for Louis Rosenthal, Royal
Academy of Miniature Painters,
who has never painted a picture.
The sculptor's studio, satisfactorily two flights up, at Charles and
Mulberry, and also satisfactorily
untidy, offers such a spectacle as
has never before appeared on this
planet.
There are silver-backed, glassfront, electrically lighted cabinets
designed by Mr. Rosenthal. These
cabinets display miniature bronzes.And the word miniature means an
inch, or less. Each bit of a figure
is complete with £nger nails and
expression, muscle ripples and interpretation.
It requires more selfcon£dence than I can muster to dare
to hold one of the pieces. Mr.
Rosenthal displays them with £ngers that look as little like those of
a miniature sculptor's as Mr.
Rachmaninoff's hulk looks like that
of a pianist.
Mr. Rosenthal, fortunately, is
far from inarticulate and supplies
you with understanding with which
to voice a more or less breathless appreciation. You are left without
that hopelessness of inexpression
that leads to inferiority complexes.
In short, you receive definite education from the sculptor.
To carefully assimilate each piece
in the display is out of the question.
I flit back and forth. A gasp here
and a catch in the throat there-and that's no extravagant language.
I think of everything I've read

The
Butterfly
•

One of Mr. Rosenthal's exquisite pieces, reprinted from
the catalogue of the Royal Society of London; The
minute perfection of the artist's execution is but vaguely
suggested by photograpy.

abou t him in papers and magazines
--particularly the quotations from
papers in distant cities; of the offer
of a well-known Western OomPah city--an offer of a hundred-and£fty-thousand-dollar
home and
guaranteed support. The whole
thing to be engineered by--believe
it or not--a chamber of commerce1
And I think of the tyros who get
exhibited at the Baltimore Museum
of Art.

THERE are clay masses which
represent ventures into other
realms. Not long ago something
came by express. Mr. Rosenthal
refused to have the case opened.
I t was of perfect proportions for a
speculation long contemplated. The
case was up-ended, and on it there

lives, breathes, and rages--Beethoven. Small, but not miniature. A
Beethoven standing in livid indignation against any disbelief that
he can un tangle himself from the
mire of modeling clay. A Beethoven in the process of being born,
an adult, in a sculptor's studio at
Charles and Mulberry, while people
across the way saunter in and out
of an aristocratic corner grocery. A
Beethoven that is destined to
challenge the ability of the greatest
phrase makers that ever dei£ed an
artist.
Another mass of clay is the beginning of Mr. Rosenthal's first
appearance in blackface. An alley
missionary,
as obviously black as
if painted, calls on his maker to
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bear witness to the righteousness

gripping desperately the side rail as

Rosenthal in his Munsey building

of his exhortations. A darky sobs
an amen with the last strength in
his emotion-racked body. A black
college boy thinks it's a lot of illiteracy and makes eyes at a miss
with a baby. Unrepentant
the
young woman returns eye for eye
and is in turn befrowned by a
matron with an appreciation of the
missionary's appeal. This is no
mere design. It is people. I t is
the expression not merely of what
is "seen" by the artist but of that
which we all see. We are made
to feel downright artistic ourselves
by such vivid realism. The world
will hear much and often about
Mr. Rosenthal's understanding of
the race which he saw for the first
time when he was grown to manhood.

he stands within the card
The man beside the driver roars
that the Sabbath is upon them, and
they are ruined 1
You walk around this group, and
are horrorstruck to find a great hole
in one side of it.
"Oh, I needed clay for something
else, and borrowed it from that until some I've ordered gets here. I
know just what was there, and
I can do it over easily."

office. He sits there by it and
actually manages to work.
I suggest lunch. Mr Rosenthal
gives me the distinction of being
seen in public with him.
We discuss Russia. Mr. Rosenthal feels that it will be many many
years before the success of the fiveyear plan will be known. How,
he reasons, can we judge a nation
by a single tomb? We must wait
to see if there will be more art.
Then suddenly I recall something.
I can't eat another bite.
Wha t can there be in the packing
case that Mr. Rosen thaI refuses
to open until Beethoven gets off?

THAT'S
about as much as a
mortal person can digest in a
morning. You suddenly remember
the prominent Baltimore attorney
who main tains a collection of
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greatest story of all is
T told in a group in sympathetic
You may believe a gay young rake
A tale I have to tell, with luck
- -carTcatur-e- oLtne collapse of a cart
I'll hold your interest to the end
Like Spriggy didn't have a show,
improvising a m;~ingvan. ~
---.IJ.W;il} a song about a duck,
That Pinny like a thrifty lass
The picture is'prese'tlted at the
His cous~-and his"-lady-friend.
On Mally let her love-light glow 1
~~
moment of the catastrophe, but
I said you'd find no
Young Spriggy was a handsome
you perceive the story plainly up
blade
On sporty Spriggy Pinny smiled,
to, and following, the event shown.
With leanings towards the other
Toward Mally turned and snapped
You see two families crowding in to
sex,
at him
the slat-sided cart. A few pieces of
His preenings and his flirty ways
"Y
ou'll ne'er be father of my
pathetically
shabby
furniture,
His feathered rivals quite did vex.
child. "
chicken, goat, women, men. And
His lady loves were multiple,
two horses which have been fed
Of Mally we shall' hear no more
His conquests covered several
most scientifically-not
one wisp
And Spriggy's tale will soon be
states.
of hay more than required to keep
told,
He'd love and leave them all-and
them going.
He has a fine young family now
yet
The Sabbath eve approaches and
And feels that he is growing old.
Young
Spriggy never lacked for
there is no time to lose. The horses ,
dates]
And if perchance to Pinny's ears
are urged forward. All goes well
Come rumors of her spouse's
until-this
is the moment when
His cousin Mally differed lots,
roamIng
Rosenthal came along.
A very straitlaced chap was he,
To
other
marshes, does she care?
One horse has broken completely
On Spriggy's escapades he frowned,
Not
shel
She knows he'll come
free of the rigging and faces the
A wild night sport he would not
back
homing
1
cart with grim amusement. The
be.
other bag of bones is in the very act
*
However, such things sometimes
of kicking mud into the eyes of the
This is what happens when you're
happen,
driver, who has not yet seen the
told
These
two young lads were smitbreak in the centre pole, the ripping
To write so~e lines and make
ten down,
of the harness, the complete
them fetching,
On
sight,
with young Miss Pinny,
miring of the wheels. But the bon
About a duckling's private life
wh~se
mol of the group is a man who tugs
To illustrate a husband's etching1
Bright
eyes had brought her
and pulls and pushes, vainly trying
m.uch renown.
-AILEEN
BA TES FARLEY
to set the cart in motion again,

moraIlier, --
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